Schedule

**PLANETARIUM SHOWS**

**Skyview Frost Planetarium Experience (45 min.)**
8:15 p.m. and 10:15 p.m.
Location: Level 1, Frost Planetarium
Skyview combines live rock music, immersive full dome visuals and storytelling to create a one-of-a-kind concert experience. The band explores the history of humanity’s journey to space, from Sputnik to Voyager, aiming to inform, entertain and celebrate the Space Age.

**Laser Show: Space Rock (20 min.)**
7:30 p.m. and 9:30 p.m.
Location: Level 1, Frost Planetarium
Enjoy an out-of-this-world laser show featuring hits from David Bowie, Elton John, the Beastie Boys and more.

**PROGRAMMING & ACTIVATIONS**

**Headcount Miami**
Location: Level 1, Atrium
The November elections are in our orbit! Register to vote or check your existing voter registration status so you can make your voice heard.

**Expert on Call: Dr. Vickie Kloeris**
Talks at 8:00 p.m. and 9:00 p.m.
Location: Level 1, Journey to Space
Meet former NASA food scientist Dr. Vickie Kloeris and hear about her experience designing the meals that fuel space exploration.

**Galactic Tower Tumble**
Location: Level 1, Atrium
It’s an interstellar giant tumbling block challenge! Answer cosmic trivia and play space “Never Have I Ever” as you move the blocks. Just don’t trigger a gravitational collapse...

**Freeze-Dried Food Tasting with OrbiFood**
Location: Level 1, Ocean Gallery
Taste freeze-dried food selections by OrbiFood (a local women-owned business) and be among the first to try our Miami-themed custom mix.

**Fairchild’s Growing Beyond Earth Program**
Location: Level 2, Terrace
Plant a seed from space and discover the tricks scientists use to grow plants outside our atmosphere.

**Portable Planetarium**
Location: Level 2, Oculus
Step into our inflatable planetarium to take a tour of the night sky! See your favorite constellations, venture to other planets and more.

**FIU Stocker Astroscience Center**
Location: Level 3, Terrace
Ask an astroscientist anything! Get all your questions answered by FIU expert, James R. Webb.

**Mars Mission**
Location: Level 4, Terrace
Time to get to work, Mars won’t explore itself! Using your coding skills and Sphero Robots, navigate the Red Planet to check things off your roving task list.

**SIP, SNACK & SHOP**

**Power of Science Lounge & Space Bar**
Location: Level 1, Power of Science
Take a spin on our LED dance floor with music provided by AYDAMN. Sit and enjoy signature drinks and other snacks available for purchase at the Space Bar.
Food can only be consumed inside Power of Science.

**Science Store**
Open until 11:00 p.m.
Location: Level 1, Main Atrium
Enjoy 20% off all items, excluding clearance and select items.

**OPEN FOR EXPLORATION**

**Level 6**
Rooftop Terraces
9:00 p.m. - 11:00 p.m.

**Level 4**
Aquarium: The Vista
River of Grass
The Dig

**Level 3**
Aquarium: The Dive
Feathers to the Stars
meLab

**Level 2**
Aquarium: The Deep
& Oculus
meLab

**Level 1**
Power of Science
Journey to Space